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• What is a rock? 

• What types of rock are there?

• Where do they come from? 

• Planet Earth is a rock too?

• A place where myth and science meet

• Are Mountains Made of Rock too?

• What can we make with rocks? 

• What items do we have in our homes that are made 

from rock?  

• How have we used rocks in history? 

• What famous landmarks and historical buildings are 

made from rock? 



What is a Rock?

A rock is a solid collection of mineral grains that grow or become cemented
together. Some rocks are large while others are small. Small rocks are called
pebbles. Every rock is made up of one or more minerals. Geologists, people who
study rocks and minerals, classify rocks according to the way they are formed.
The three main types are igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks.



There are three kinds of rock: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic. Igneous rocks form when molten rock 

(magma or lava) cools and solidifies. Sedimentary rocks originate when particles settle out of water or air, or by 

precipitation of minerals from water. They accumulate in layers. Metamorphic rocks result when existing rocks 

are changed by heat, pressure, or reactive fluids, such as hot, mineral-laden water. Most rocks are made of 

minerals containing silicon and oxygen, the most abundant elements in the Earth’s crust.

What types of rock are there?



As strange as it sounds, 
some rocks are made from stardust; 
dust blasted out and made from 
exploding stars. In fact, our corner of 
space has many rocks floating around 
in it. From really fine dust, to pebbles, 
boulders and house-sized rocks that 
can burn up in the night sky 
to make meteors or “shooting stars”. 

The Moon and our local planets –
Mars, Venus and Mercury – are just 
the largest rocks floating around our 
part of space. These are all made 
from space dust stuck together over 
billions of years.

Planet Earth is a rock too, but so much has happened since it was formed from dust and small rocks that smashed and stuck 
together 4.543 billion years ago. As the space dust hit each other to make the earth, it got super hot and melted. The Earth 
was, at that time, a spinning ball of red-hot lava flying through space. 

Where do rocks come from?



Planet Earth is a Rock Too?

In this melted lava planet, heavy bits of the earth sank and the light frothy bits gathered on the surface. Those rocks on the 
Earth’s surface actually move around. Large chunks the size of continents (called “plates”) jostle each other and this can 
cause earthquakes. Some of them get forced under other plates and heat up and eventually melt. This forms more lava. 



The lava erupts from volcanoes, then cools and 

forms new rocks.



Lava after it 

has cooled 

down.



A place where myth and science meet

The Giants Causeway is a place where myth and science meet. Were the spectacular basalt 

columns formed through the rapid cooling of lava from an underwater volcano? Or were 

they created by the legendary mythical Irish Giant Fionn MacCumhaill?

The causeway’s 40,000 plus columns are so regular that they even look man-made, but this is 

far from the truth. The individual columns – the remains of a deep lava flow – are 

predominantly 5 sided (pentagonal) or 6 sided (Hexagonal); they are so tightly packed that 

they form a pavement hence causeway) like structure.

The renowned hexagonal pillars of the Giant’s Causeway are formed from the cooling of 

these immense pools of lava. As the lava cools, it loses heat to the atmosphere at the top, and 

to the colder country rock through the base of the pool. These cooling fronts move towards 

each other to the centre of the pool as the lava cools and solidifies. As it does, the resulting 

basalt uniformly contracts laterally and cracks into mostly five- and six-sided columns. 



Once upon a time, there was a mythological Irish giant called Fionn MacCumhaill who got
himself into a spot of trouble with a hot-tempered Scottish giant called Benandonner.
Enraged at Bennandonnar’s claim to Ireland, he started angrily throwing boulders into the
sea off the Antrim coastline. Inspired by the way they fell into the water, Fionn decided to
use his boulders to make a bridge or a causeway all the way to Scotland’s Isla of Staffa.

One morning Fionn met Benandonner. Fionn was delighted and was about to run across to
confront Benandonner when he saw him coming over the hill. But Fionn was shocked!!!
Benandonner was twice his size and he looked twice as strong. Benandonner had not yet
seen Fionn, so Fionn ran back to his house. Fionn asked Oonagh, his wife, to help him hide.
Oonagh was very clever and she thought of a cunning plan. She disguised Fionn as a baby
and put him into a huge cradle.

Benandonner knocked on the door and Oonagh answered it. At that moment Fionn
pretended to cry like a baby. When Benandonner saw the size of the baby in the cradle he
was terrified. “If the baby was that big, his father must be enormous!” Benandonner
thought. “Hello.” said Oonagh. “Fionn is out hunting, you can wait for him here if you like.”
Oonagh asked Benandonner if he would like some cake. Benandonner took the slice of
cake and began to eat it. Just as he took a gigantic bite, three front teeth fell out. “This is
rock hard!!!” Benandonner bellowed. “Oh, I`m sorry, it`s Fionn`s favourite,” answered
Oonagh. “And the baby is sleeping so please keep it down.” “How can Fionn eat this?”
Benandonner thought. Benandonner walked over to the cradle. He looked down at what he
thought was a baby. He tried to tickle it`s chin, but the baby bit him! “Argh!” cried
Benandonner And with that, Benandonner ran back across the causeway, Fionn tried to
run after Benandonner, but the Scottish giant was ripping the causeway up behind him so
Fionn couldn`t chase him. And what was left remains today.



Are Mountains Made of Rock too?

Mountains form where two plates smash into each other.

The rocks that get caught between two of the Earth’s plates get

squashed under huge pressures and heat up.

These can form really beautiful rocks. Sometimes gems form in

these rocks and people try to find them to make jewellery.

Carrauntoohil, Kerry Mount Errigal, Donegal Benbulben, Sligo



Rain and ice break up the rocks in mountains.

These form sand and mud that get washed out

to form beaches, rivers and swamps. This sand

and mud can get buried, squashed and heated,

which eventually turns them into rocks.



What can we make with rocks?

• Pebble tic tac toe

• Rock mosaic art

• Painted rocks

• Coasters 

You can make all sorts of things with 
rock. You could paint them and give 
them as a gift to someone special, play 
tic tac toe in your garden with your 
brothers, sisters or friends. You can 
make almost anything with rocks, with 
just one special ingredient, your 
imagination!



What things are made of rock in our Homes?

Granite countertops

Slate tiles



How have we used rocks in history?

• Rock has been used by humans for at least 2.5 million years. 

• Lithic technology (the production of usable tools from various types of 
stone) marks some of the oldest and continuously used technologies. 

• The mining of rock for its metal content has been one of the most 
important factors of human advancement, and has progressed at 
different rates in different places, in part because of the kind of metals 
available from the rock of a region.

• Flint is often used to strike across magnesium or a piece of steel to 
make a spark, creating fire. 

• Clay was used to make pottery, used for cooking stones, also used for 
face painting and pigments. 

• Obsidian was used for many tools that involved sharpness such as 
knives and arrowheads.



What famous landmarks and historical buildings 
are made from rock?

Stonehenge, sarsen stone
The Parthenon, limestone
Mount Rushmore, granite and metamorphic 
Taj Mahal, white marble and metamorphic
Great Pyramid of Giza, limestone slabs
Moai Statues, tuff



Rocks contain a record of the history 

of our planet; 

what is has been through 

and what is capable of. 



The End


